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The Fed Tries to Get Ahead of the Market
By: Jim Caron | September 21, 2022

New York - The 75 basis point (bps) rate hike came as expected, but one surprise was the 100 bps markup in end-of-year
policy rates to 4.4% from 3.4%.
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When MBS Benchmarks Go Lo w, Active MBS Managers Go High
By: Andrew Szczuro wski, CFA | & Chip Driscoll, CFA | September 19, 2022

Boston - When we borro w Michelle Obama's famous catchphrase, we aren't talking about politics in the run-up to the
mid term elections. What we mean is that active investors may be able to capture attractive opportunities by migrating up in
coupon in the agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS) market.
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EV For ward: Mixed Signals in the Market? Consider a Barbell Approach for Bonds
By: EV For ward | August 2, 2022

New York - Data series in the market are at odds with each other, sending mixed signals to investors depending on whether
they consider inflation — a lagging indicator — or sentiment and survey data on economic activity, which are more for wardlooking measures.
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Fed Signals Possible Slo w d o w n in Rate Hikes as Economy Cools
By: Eric Stein, CFA | July 28, 2022

Boston - As expected, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) raised its fed funds target by 75 basis points (bps) to
2.5% at its meeting on July 27. But the big news came from the commentary of Fed Chair Jerome Po well, which was taken
by the market as quite dovish.
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professional. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.
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